
 

What’s Your 

Opinion? 

By: Emma Shockey 

My colleagues (Emma Price 

and Sophia Fiano) and I went 

around to randomly picked 

homerooms, three from each 

grade. We asked four students 

from each homeroom a 

question, depending on their 

grade. These were the answers 

we gathered, but what’s your 

opinion? 

SIXTH GRADE 

What is your idea of having a 

celebrity as a president? 

Logan Moon- I would like it 

because I can see the other side 

of the person. 

Kevan Scott- I think it would 

be fantastic because people 

will respect them. 

Liz Reynoso- I would like it 

because I would know the 

person. 

Michael Kortright- It would 

be cool because they wouldn’t 

have laws like the president. 

 

“Friendship ... is born at the 

moment when one man says to 

another "What! You too? I 

thought that no one but 

myself...” 

― C.S. Lewis, The Four 

Loves  

 

Logan Sanders- It would be a 

bad idea. 

Hannah Markley- It would be 

a bad idea because it would be 

a loss of fame. 

James Carmichael- They 

wouldn’t lead the country well 

because they don’t have any 

experience. 

Rillee Noe- I think it will be a 

bad idea overwhelmed with all 

of the power to be in charge.  

Grace Henkins- I like this idea 

because they would be well-

known.  

 

Reminders!!!!!!!! 

The Valentines dance is 

February 17 from 6-8 at 

MRMS. Come and enjoy!!!  

 

Social Studies Fair is 

February 17. Good luck to 

all contestants!!! 

 

The MRMS Arts Night is 

February 22 from 6-8. Come 

to see musical performances, 

books, art, and concessions 

on sale.  

 

 

 

Quotes 

By: Sophia Fiano 

“Two things are infinite: the 

universe and human 

stupidity; and I'm not sure 

about the universe.”   

― Albert Einstein 
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Samantha Johnson- Yes, 

because people will trust them. 

Haze Blnnell- It would be hard 

because they wouldn’t have 

any experience. 

Chris Calico- No because they 

would not have any 

experience. 

“You know you're in love 

when you can't fall asleep 

because reality is finally better 

than your dreams.”   

― Dr. Seuss  

 

 

7th GRADE 

Did you expect the ending of 

Rogue One?  * 

* Because many people have 

not seen the movie, we only 

have a few opinions. 

Abigal Pierce and Molly 

Kaultenbaugh- Yes, because 

we saw A New Hope. 

Emma Price- No. The ending 

caught me by surprise. 

8th GRADE 

Which team do you think is 

going to win the SuperBowl? 

Cody Shindledecker, Ethan 

Northcraft, Austin Gregory, 

Hunter Markley, Dylan 

Payne, Cameron Layne, and 

Chase Kipps- The Cowboys 

Samuel Simpson- The 

Seahawks 

Blake Hartman- The Packers 

Jonathon Berry- The Patriots 

Noah Hiett and Nathan 

Bowers- The Steelers 

 

“Without music, life would be 

a mistake.”   

― Friedrich Nietzsche, 

Twilight of the Idols  

 

 

 Señor Fuego  

Shout-Outs 
 

 Here are our shout-outs that 

were submitted in January. We 

got a lot of submissions, so 

from now on we will put in all 

submissions.  

To: Ms. Hissem 

Your computer background 

rocks! Thanks for the smiles. -

Emma P. 

To: Katelyn Mitchem 

You always have my back. 

Thanks for keeping me 

prepared. –Sophia F. 

 

I would like to give two shout-

outs. One is to my friend 

Cassie for being there even if I 

was crazy, and one for Jewells 

for helping me when I was 

bullied. They are both like 

sisters to me, so thank you. -

Abby M. 

 

Abby Mccarty helps me carry 

my books without me asking 

her. –Cassie Rodgers 

 

Thank you to Sergio Abshire 

for helping me with just being 

a good friend. - Admen 

 

Thank you Ms. Shipley for 

being the best teacher and 

teaching us new things. 

 

Thanks to Ms. Tracey because 

she keeps our school clean and 

is really nice to me. –Dylan 

Bishop 

My shout-out is for Eliza 

Sydam for being my classmate 

since kindergarden and being 

there when I need her. –Emily 

Lester 
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"I find that the harder I work, 

the more luck I seem to have." 

-- Thomas Jefferson  

 

 

Thank you Hannah Catlett for 

always making me laugh when 

I am down. –Ivey Dolan 

To Kaleigh Weatherholtz for 

always being so supportive and 

encouraging. 

Thank you Frankie Vences and 

Bryan Planta for being good 

friends. 

"Learn from yesterday, live 

for today, hope for tomorrow. 

The important thing is not to 

stop questioning." -- Albert 

Einstein  

 

Thanks to Bayden Hartman for 

being my best friend. 

 

Thank you Mr.Rhin for always 

making sure we learn what we 

need to learn in strings. Even 

though he has a lot of things to 

do, he still has time for us. 

“It often requires more 

courage to dare to do right 

than to fear to do wrong."  

- Abraham Lincoln  

 

 

Thank you Anna Kelly for 

being a great friend. She helps 

me out with whatever I need 

help out of. -Katelyn M. 

 

Elexis Freeman is a great 

friend and always being there 

for me. 

 

Thank you Ms. Jones for being 

an amazing mentor in 

Newspaper and making me 

want to join newspaper. –

Emma S. 

 

This is tot Patrick because he’s 

always by my side and helps 

me when I’m sad. –Joshua H. 

 

Thank you Mackenzie Barns 

for being a great friend. –

Autumn H.  

"If you can't explain it simply, 

you don't understand it well 

enough."  

- Albert Einstein  

Thanks Christian Hushes for 

being a good friend. –Joey A. 

 

Trinity Berret is a good friend 

who is always there for me. –

Ashlyn H. 

 

Joey Armstrong is an amazing 

friend. –Christian H. 

Thanks to Keanna for being a 

good friend, helpful, and 

funny. –Brianna C. 

“Be yourself; everyone else is 

already taken.”   

― Oscar Wilde  

Thank you Ms. Jones for 

taking some time from her kids 

to grade our papers and plan 

our lessons. 

Thank you Tyler Corkhill for 

helping me pick up my books 

in the hallway. –Jason C. 

Thank you Jason Chapman for 

helping me clean my locker up. 

-Tyler 
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Thanks to bailey Brown for 

being a good friend. –Michael 

K. 

Thank you Ms. Jones for 

teaching me more knowledge 

and being a great teacher. –

Lucas W. 

Trinity is a very good friend, 

and she loves to smile. You’re 

awesome! - Sandra T. 

Gabe Page is now at 

Hedgesville but he was always 

there for me. 

Kiara Teets is always there for 

me and backing me up. 

 

“I believe that everything 

happens for a reason. People 

change so that you can learn 

to let go, things go wrong so 

that you appreciate them 

when they're right, you believe 

lies so you eventually learn to 

trust no one but yourself, and 

sometimes good things fall 

apart so better things can fall 

together.”   

― Marilyn Monroe  

Meadow Burkhart has always 

been my friend since the 3rd 

grade. Thank you for being 

there for me all these years. 

Mya Branson is a kind and 

helpful friend to everyone. 

Thanks for being a helpful 

friend. 

Thank you Ms. Jones for 

helping me understand things 

and for letting me sit beside my 

friend. 

 

"I have not failed. I've just 

found 10,000 ways that won't 

work." -- Thomas Edison  

 

 

We want to thank Ms. Pam for 

keeping our school clean and 

students happy. –Darian, 

Bryce, and Christian 

Thank you Mr. Chonko for 

being a great basketball coach. 

–Ashley O. 

Thanks to Colleen Sullivan for 

being a good friend and being 

awesome. –Ashely O. 

Thank you Taylor Hess for 

being a great and awesome 

friend. –Ashley O. 

Thanks Ms. Service for being 

the best teacher EVER! Ashley 

O. 

This is to Ms. Jones for being 

funny, nice, and always having 

manners. She is my favorite 

teacher and I can’t wait until 6th 

period. Whenever I’m 

confused, she stops and helps 

me understand. –Kaleigh B. 

Thank you Ms. Jones for 

being a helpful teacher who 

puts her student’s education 

first in her priorities. – Sophia 

F. 

Thank you Ms. Busey for 

being an awesome teacher.  

She is always super good at 

explaining things and being 

positive. –Gavin S.  

 

 

"You must expect great things 

of yourself before you can do 

them."  

- Michael Jordan
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